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I Would Prefer Not To Do Anything:  

Solo Show by Iqi Qoror 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Do you know who I am? 
 

Do you know who I am? 
Because I don’t. 

My mind is a heavy grey rock 
Colours spilling out of my head 

My designer suit, grey and immaculate 
Worn on the wrong side of my body 
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Everyone seated next to me 

On the train, the office, the bar 
Look exactly like me. 

Who should I love or f---k 
When I can barely look in the mirror  
My reflection cracking into fissures  
From the force of my doubting gaze. 

How do I live in this world 
Where I rise every morning 
With a deep-rooted fatigue 

Chest tight with anxiety 
Neck clenched from tension 

Consuming a daily diet of white noise, 
I am distracted by nostalgia and the past 

Repeatedly told about a future 
Filled with breakthroughs and epochal change 

Yet all I experience on the daily is inertia 
What are these myths of past and future 

You keep feeding me 
And who are you, society, to know any better? 

 
Exhibtion Opening 
21 March 2019 
7.30 – 10.00pm  
Conversation with Artist & Curator 
8 – 9pm  
 
About Exhibition  
I Would Prefer Not To Do Anything by Hatch Art Project is Indonesian artist Iqi Qoror's 
second solo exhibition in Singapore. His melancholic yet visually eccentric paintings capture 
our deep-rooted fatigue living in today's fluctuating digital society. 

Curated by Sue Oh, the exhibition provides an intimate look into this state of burnout 
exacerbated by the overwhelming culture of positivity. 
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As part of the gallery's efforts to find new and different ways of presenting written content, 
the exhibition catalogue is essentially a picture book for adults with an original story written 
by Singaporean cultural critic Reena Devi. The wall text will also be in literary form 
commenting on 21st century societal fatigue. 
 

- END  -  
 
For media queries, kindly contact:  
reena@hatchartproject.com  
 
About Hatch Art Project  
Hatch Art Project is a new contemporary art gallery located at the heart of Singapore’s Central 
Business District and Marina Bay. Since its launch on 4 June 2018,  the gallery has spearheaded 
exhibitions and programmes promoting new and diverse art by exciting artists from Singapore and 
the region including Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. The gallery makes an effort to 
showcase innovative content and programmes exploring the social climate of Asia amidst the rapid 
global changes of the 21st century.  
 
This year, the gallery's programmes and exhibitions explore trends in the digital age such as societal 
fatigue, post-humanism, online dating and more. Hatch Art Project also launched Open Call: 
Artists For The Future in March 2019, calling for submissions from artists in the region interested 
in exploring these developments through their art. 
 
Visitors also enjoy the freshest coffee beans and exciting new menus on the regular at the gallery 
café. www.hatchartproject.com 
 
About Participating Artist 
Iqi Qoror (b.1984, Yogyakarat, Indonesia) obtained a Master’s Degree in Fine Arts at Indonesian 
Institute of the Arts. From mixed media paintings to installations, Iqi uses his works to express his 
insights to audiences. Over the years, he has exhibited in several art fairs such as Art Stage 
Singapore, Art Jakarta, Taipei Art Fair. He also shows his works at galleries such as Graffik Gallery, 
Art Front Collective and Breeze Gallery.  
 
Facebook Event Page: https://www.facebook.com/events/1105210959687569/ 
 


